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AVIlmark is excited to bring you Rapport, a comprehensive set of tools that work together to educate clients and reinforce your recommendations for patient care. It employs professional content that engages your customers and enhances the perception of the practice, staff, and offerings.

The first to bring you truly automated online scheduling and bi-directional messaging, Rapport enables your practice to communicate through email, website, text, mobile app, and direct mail, tailored to customer preferences, enhancing the image of your practice and the effectiveness of your messaging.

For more information about the features and pricing of the Rapport package, please contact the AVIlmark Client Communications sales team at 855-838-7638 Option 1, Sub-Option 4.
ASAP for New York

New York has made changes to the requirements for their ASAP report for controlled substance reporting. We have updated the ASAP utility to include these changes. The information below was provided by the state of New York.

In July 2014, Veterinarians were notified from the Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement (BNE) that effective November 3, 2014 all dispensed controlled substances records reported to BNE must include the additional data elements of:
- Date Sold (ASAP 4.2 field name DSP17)
- Species (ASAP 4.2 field name PAT20)
- Pet Name (ASAP 4.2 field name PAT23).

Your data submissions did not comply with this requirement. Because of this, each record submitted to the Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement failed to process correctly and must be resubmitted.

Once your software has been upgraded to comply with this requirement, please resubmit all records for controlled substances dispensed from your office from November 3, 2014 through to the present; then submit your files daily as required.

It is the **responsibility of the dispensing Veterinarian to monitor their file submissions for errors.** All errors must be corrected and resubmitted to the Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement within 3 days. Refer to the “Submitter’s Guide to Electronic Data Transmission” for instructions on how to monitor the status of your submissions and your errors. The submitter’s guide and additional data requirements (Appendix A) can be found on the BNE web page at: [http://www.health.ny.gov/professionals/narcotic/electronic_data_transmission/](http://www.health.ny.gov/professionals/narcotic/electronic_data_transmission/)

### 2014.2.7 Fixes List

**698 – Vacc-Due Merge Word Was Not Merging Correct Reminder Date**
Vacc-Due merge word was not pulling the correct reminder due date if the treatment was reminding as itself and another service.

**868- MS Word Needs to Close After Printing**
MS Word would remain open after printing a document through AVImark.

### 2014.2.6 Fixes List

**3431 – Posting From Estimate Calculates Correct Wellness Plan Price**
Estimates were not recognizing the quantity performed on a wellness plan

**3432 & 3730 – Wellness Plan Quantity Remaining Is More Accurate**
Wellness Plans were not correctly calculating the quantity remaining when a change to existing medical history is modified.
3689 – Wellness Plans Recognize Plan Expiration
All wellness plans discounts based on the plan are properly removed on the plan expiration.

3959 – Estimate Variance No Longer Affects Inventory Variance
Estimate variance was modifying the inventory used variance incorrectly.

1376 – Znote Utility Works With Abnormalities In SOAP

2991 - Prevent Treatment Or Plan With Active Wellness Plans From Being Deleted
Treatments that have active wellness plans associated to patients can no longer be deleted from the treatment list.

3751 - Prevent Deletion of Patient or History with Active Wellness Plans
Patients or medical history entries that are associated to active wellness plans can no longer be deleted.

1097 – Stored Credit Card Payment Recognizes Service Charge Option
Stored credit card payments were previously using recurring payment service charge option.

2014.2.5 Fixes List

949 - Error Printing Recurring Payment Report
Printing Recurring Payment Report was throwing error when there was an unsuccessful recurring payment.

947 - Slowness Adding New Client and Patient
Some clinics were reporting slowness adding clients and patients. This has been corrected.

764 - Tx/Item Still Discounted after Canceling Wellness Plan
Treatments and Items were being discounted after canceling a wellness plan.

951 - Discount Incorrect with Wellness Plans
Client was not being charged correctly if they were on a wellness plan and had a client discount.

1011 - Updating from 2011.2 or Below Causes MCR Information to be Lost
Updating from version 2011.2 or below caused the assessment, presenting problems and plan areas on the MCR to be removed. Rebuilding the Medical History index after updating will recover the lost information.

692 - Rapport Beta- REM09 Secured gives Assertion Failure Error
If you had REM09 secured and logged into AVImark as a non-secured user, you got an error upon login: Assertion failure (E:\AVImark-Official\avimark\_avi\u\Security.pas, line 249)

691 - Rapport Beta- Security Function REM09 needs renamed
Renamed REM09 from “Access eMinders Message Center” to “Access Rapport Media Center and Administration”.

942 - Inventory Used Not Activated when Posting to Estimate
Inventory used window now prompts when Allow Override is checked on the treatment posting from the estimate.

1310 - No Prompt to Check Patient out of Boarding when Control Patient Check-out set False
Added the prompt for staff to check patients out of boarding when Control Patient Check-out Option set to False.

**772-Dental Chart Not Printing**
Fixed the dental chart to print marked abnormalities.

**1219-New Hampshire ASAP 4.2 Format**
Added support for New Hampshire’s latest controlled substance reporting.

**1471-Estimate Not Refreshing Amounts when Using the Surcharge Action Code**
Amounts on Treatments now refresh appropriately when using a Surcharge Action Code and having the Option Include Surcharge in Estimates set to True.

**940-IDEXX LabREXX error when Loading Results and having patients without Requisition IDs**
The Results window will not generate an error when Requisition IDs are missing from lab results.

**1107-IDEXX Error Generating Requisitions that Require Specimen Collection**
Resolved the error and allow the specimen collection input.

**1097-Stored Credit Charge Incorrectly Applying Service Charge**
Fixed the Service Charge to only apply to stored credit cards when having the option Charge Service Charge on Payment Account Payments set to True.

**2456-Improved Duplicate Charge Detection with Cubex**
Items entered in AVImark will be appropriately updated when the item is dispensed from Cubex. The item will be allowed to be sent from Cubex as many times as dispensed instead of requiring posting to accounting between each Cubex dispensing.

**2453-Doctor Transferred to Medical History from Cubex**
When items are dispensed from Cubex, the appropriate doctor will be assigned in AVImark when the doctor id matches.

**2744-Use Cubex Pricing Option Removed**
The Use Cubex Pricing Option has been removed after determining the option was not functioning properly, and the pricing should be determined by the setup within AVImark.

**2127-Resolved Inability to Post to Accounting when Using Cubex Integration and having Internet Issues**
Instead of preventing the posting of items, you will now receive a warning and be allowed to continue creating your invoice.

**2570-Scriptel Not Working with MPS**
You can now capture MPS signatures with the Scriptel signature capture device